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Abstract

Medical discourse within the professional community has undeservingly received very sparse researchers’ attention. Medical professional discourse exists offline and online. We carried out sentiment analysis on titles and text descriptions of materials published on the Russian portal Mir Vracha (90,000 word forms approximately). The texts were generated by and for physicians. The materials include personal narratives describing participants’ professional experience, participants’ opinions about pandemic news and events in the professional sphere, and Russian reviews and discussion of papers published in international journals in English. We present the first results and discussion of the sentiment analysis of Russian online medical discourse. Based on the results of sentiment analysis and discourse analysis, we described the emotions expressed in the forum and the linguistic means the forum participants used to verbalise their attitudes and emotions while discussing the Covid-19 pandemic. The results showed prevalence of neutral texts in the publications since the medical professionals are interested in research materials and outcomes. In the discussions and personal narratives, the forum participants expressed negative sentiments by colloquial words and figurative language.

1 Introduction

Medical discourse exists in communication within the professional community and in doctor-patient communication. In communicative acts, a dominant participant is a healthcare professional who influences patient’s social behaviour (Waitzkin, 1989). Researchers of doctor-patient communication described its institutional character, high level of bureaucratic and legislative regulation, peculiar professional ethics (Kuipers, 1989), and sensitivity to cultural diversity (Ferguson and Candib, 2002). Meanwhile, medical online discourse within the professional community has undeservingly received sparse researchers’ attention. Healthcare professionals arrange communication to discuss studies and practical issues, to provide colleagues with an opinion summarizing a unique practical experience or a case study (Kuipers, 1989). The professionals communicate through online conferences, professional portals and professional CRM platforms. In professional medical communication, a free discussion and prevalence of facts over sentiments match principles of evidence-based medicine. Meanwhile, professionals are unable to avoid emotions while discussing medical subjects (Franz and Murphy, 2018). The outburst of the Covid-19 pandemics slightly changed the norms in medical professional communication motivating researchers and practitioners to publish raw data and promote a certain treatment (Bavel, 2020). Researchers’ emotional involvement into scientific discussion jeopardises objectivity and independence of results and conclusions. The pandemic evokes public interest in medical professional discussions since the media spread controversial news about vaccine development and disease treatment. Due to the interest, a description of medical discourse peculiarities is of importance for communication researchers and social media.

In this paper, we characterise medical discourse within the professional community on a Russian medical portal bringing into focus sentiments and linguistic means to express emotions in medical texts
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The objective of our research is to discover sentiments in texts published on the medical professional forum and to describe a set of linguistic means to express the sentiments and emotions in the professional communication, especially in the context of current pandemics. To the best of our knowledge, sentiments and emotions in the Russian medical professional discourse during the Covid-19 pandemics have not been described yet.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We discuss the related work in Section 2. We present our data collection and the methodology in Section 3. Next, we report our results in Section 4 and provide detailed discussion in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper with Section 6.

2 Related Work

In this Section, we describe two groups of works closely related to our study, namely: medical discourse features and sentiment analysis of medical discourse.

2.1 Medical Discourse Features

Medical discourse is a highly regulated institutional professional discourse. It includes various genres for communication among competent professionals and conversations with healthcare customers where a biomedical model of practice co-exists with patient centeredness (Khan, 2019). The structure of the discourse provides a frame to express authority, status, social control in appropriate ways according to the professional ethics, bureaucratic procedures and institutional processes in the society (Kuipers, 1989). A set of medical discourse constituents contains concepts of scientific ideology, restrictions due to professional legal and ethical norms, peculiar genres of professional communication (surgery reports, collective intelligence case reports, medical reviews, etc.), medical semiotics (including terminology), highly structured procedures and sign systems (dress code, observation schedules, etc.), peculiar terminology and patient centeredness (Khan, 2019; Shuravina, 2013; Staiano, 2016).

The structure of texts in the discourse presupposes prerequisites to introduce a problem, a review of familiar approaches to solve it, an explanation of a new basic idea to contribute to the problem solution, and clear outcome to apply into practice (Wilce, 2009; Waitzkin, 1989). The choice of lexical formulas in professional communication depend on the objective of a message (to inform, to clarify, to discuss) and a medical domain the text belongs to (scientific research in particular area, introduction of a new drug, instruction to employ new equipment, etc.). The texts addressed to the professionals require a peculiar structure that facilitates comprehension. Nye with co-authors (Nye et al., 2018) showed the abstract semantic structure of articles published on PubMed. According to the study, the text structure of the medical research articles contains parts for data description (patients, diagnoses), for discussion of procedures (intervention) and outcome (intervention consequences), for deliberation of advantages of a new approach. The discussion part often contains explanations of diagnosis in terms of medical semiotics (Staiano, 2016). The topics of the medical professional discourse are connected to the texts semantic structure and the discourse constituents. The subjects of the texts represent categories corresponding to diagnosis, intervention, treatment, ethics, legislative and bureaucratic regulation, and research.

Sentiments and evaluation of social conflicts are avoided in communication within the professional community. Medical language generally excludes a critical appraisal of the social context (Waitzkin, 1989). The medical text structure in the professional community does not include the content of this type since the texts are produced by and for competent professional physicians (Kuipers, 1989).

A basic idea of a message in medical discourse belongs to scientific ideology because it provides a ‘technical’ solution to a problem (see a definition of the scientific ideology in (Habermas, 1970). The scientific ideology presupposes objectivism, analytic cognitive style, impersonalisation, generalisation. In medical professional communication, texts transmit the scientific ideology due to discussing ‘technical’ solutions to problems and enforcing professional domination (Habermas, 1970). While communicating with patients, health professionals follow the structure to get objective data and to solve a problem. Meanwhile, sentiments are required in medical discourse in doctor-patient communication due to its patient centeredness (Ferguson and Candib, 2002; Khan, 2019). However, it is still unclear whether sentiments penetrate into communication within the professional community.
2.2 Sentiment Analysis of Medical Discourse

The analysis of sentiments expressed by experts in medical discourse on professional portals and forums can provide valuable information about predominant subjects and the position of healthcare workers on the important topics. The analysis of sentiments allows researchers to clarify ways and means that are in use to express emotions in the professional community. The professional portal monitoring enables detection of the community attitudes to prominent events and medical abnormalities during the current pandemic. Nevertheless, the results of sentiment analysis in medical discourse are much behind those in other domains (Zunic et al., 2020). There are few domain-specific corpora and lexicons publicly available for sentiment analysis in the healthcare area (Zunic et al., 2020). However, linguistic and content features of medical discourse require a domain-specific sentiment source (Denecke and Deng, 2015). Xu et al. (Xu et al., 2015) carried out citation sentiment analysis in biomedical clinical trial papers in order to decide whether a study can be reproduced or not. Abdaoui (Abdaoui, 2016) studied forums for healthcare professionals to learn classification models used after to identify messages posted by experts in other health forums. He analysed healthcare workers’ expertise and reputation and the sentiments they express (emotions and polarity). The work resulted in the construction of French lexicon of sentiments and emotions called FEEL (French Expanded Emotions Lexicon). The results of sentiment analysis are of high importance for healthcare practitioners who would like to improve doctor-patients communication according to the patients’ attitudes to their diseases. Rajput (Rajput, 2020) tackles the challenge of reflecting the real mental state of a patient by applying sentiment analysis of texts gathered via various sources including social media. Alnashwan et al. (Alnashwan et al., 2019) identified a set of categories related to the Lyme disease and classified medical forum posts into those categories. Salas-Zárateand et al. (Menasalvas et al., 2017) analysed the positive or negative polarity of document aspects (a review, a piece of news, and a tweet, among others) based on ontologies in the diabetes domain.

Several works were carried out on the classification of patient-authored content into positive, negative and neutral (Ali et al., 2013; Bobicev et al., 2012; Carrillo-de Albornoz et al., 2018; Goeuriot et al., 2012). Yadav et al. (Yadav et al., 2018) analysed the sentiment based on available information from ‘patient.info’ which contains opinions about medical conditions self narrated by the users. Multiple forms of medical sentiments can be inferred from users’ medical condition, treatment, and medication (Denecke and Deng, 2015; Yadav et al., 2018). However, the implicit sentiment should be also considered (Denecke and Deng, 2015).

Zunic, Corcoran, and Spasic (Zunic et al., 2020) performed a systematic review of the literature about sentiment analysis in medical discourse by studying PubMed and MEDLINE. They found that the majority of data were gathered from social support platforms and social networks serving as online information exchange. In many cases, communities were created around severe and chronic health conditions and discuss treatments (medications, surgery, orthodontic services), prevention, practitioners, or a health care system in general.

To the best of our knowledge, the sentiment analysis has not been applied yet to the discussions held by Russian medical online communities. We carry out the analysis to learn the peculiarities of medical professional communication in Russian and ways to express emotions in medical professional discourse.

3 Materials and method

3.1 Data Collection

We carried out our research based on the RSS data from 29/06/2020 to 11/08/2020 from the professional portal Mir Vracha (‘МирВрача’) The doctor’s world) which contains various materials useful for healthcare workers. Created in 2011 by a medical team, now this web resource counts more than 100,000 users. Famous national professional resources guide the portal following the principles of evidence-based medicine. The access to the portal content is restricted; however, certified professionals and medical universities students have free access to the portal and are able to publish their materials on its forum. We collected 185 entries in Russian in XML format. Each entry contains title, link, description, and
content. Texts from the fields title, description, and content were concatenated, lower-cased and tokenised with nltk.word_tokenize. The content includes more than 90,000 word forms. Then we manually analysed the top 10,000 frequent words w.r.t. the aspect of their semantics and correspondence to the medical discourse categories and topics described by Ney et al. (Nye et al., 2018). We excluded stop words and examined the high frequency words (50+ occurrences) to obtain reliable results. While considering categories and topics, we analysed contexts of a frequent word and then attributed the most relevant category to the word. Semantic connections within categories were examined based on the WordNet. For instance, пациент ‘patient’ is mostly mentioned in discussions of studies including researches of drugs to treat Covid-19; therefore, it belongs to ‘Research’. Thus, the topics were selected based on the distributive analysis of the frequent words. The final number of topics was settled on according to the material represented on the portal.

3.2 Methodology
We performed sentiment analysis of titles and description with the Dostoevsky sentiment analysis library for Python. The analysis is based on evaluation of words with emotional connotations in an input text. It takes a text as input and returns a sentiment classification of positive, negative or neutral. Dostoevsky’s model is trained on the RuSentiment dataset consisting of more than 30,000 comments from the Russian social network VKontakte.

Thus, in this paper we analyse the material collected from the forum Mir Vracha, which contains (a) personal narratives describing participants’ professional experience; (b) participants’ opinions about pandemic news and events in the professional sphere; (c) Russian reviews and discussion of papers published in international journals in English. We analysed contexts of words: ‘Covid-19, the coronavirus, Covid, SARS-COV-2’ attempting to reveal emotional attitude and linguistic means to express emotions. All the authors of the present paper are Russian native speakers and have a linguistic background.

4 Results
4.1 Topics of Medical Discourse Materials Published in the Forum
We discuss the semantic groups of words from the frequency list considering the top 10,000 word forms. Their frequency varies from 465 (это ‘this’) to 2 occurrences (2,826 words). The most frequent word in the list is пациент ‘patient’ (582 occurrences). Semantic analysis allows us to distribute the words (frequency 50+) among the topics of medical discourse (see Table 1). We distinguish six main topics of online medical discourse based on the discourse description in (Nye et al., 2018) and (Knipers, 1989).

Since the portal is aimed at informing the community and providing the healthcare professionals with a platform to discuss news and issues of the current interest, ‘Research’ contains more frequent words than any other topic. The ‘Diagnosis’ includes names of diseases that had been discussed in the participants’ narratives and reviews due to various reasons. The category ‘Bureaucracy’ contains words that denote the regulation of professional communication and practice. The high frequency words from the general lexicon correspond to the outcomes of intervention. Nevertheless, Covid-19 appeared to be the most discussed issue because the topic ‘Pandemic’ had been referred to by 672 frequent inflexion forms. The Covid-19 pandemic is characterised in 55 texts from 185 entries.

Thus, the topics correspond to the medical discourse constituents and ideology. The most frequent of the top 10,000 words do not refer to sentiments or emotions. Professional communication appears to discuss the prominent topics mostly avoiding emotional expressions.

4.2 Results of Sentiment Analysis
4.2.1 General Data Analysis
We carried out sentiment analysis on text titles and descriptions. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 2. A title was classified as positive or negative when it contains a word with a positive (as
Table 1: Representativeness of the medical discourse topics in the list of the frequent words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>words belonging to the topic</th>
<th>Word frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Author (автор), clinical (клинический), data (данные), patients (пациент) result (результат), study (исследование)</td>
<td>1,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>Disease (заболевание), illness (болезнь), infection (инфекция), pain (боль), pregnancy (беременность), stroke (инсульт), symptom (симптом), syphilis (сифилис), virus (вирус)</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandemic</td>
<td>Covid-19, coronavirus (коронавирус), sars-cov-2</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Antibodies (антитела), help (помощь врача), MRI (МРТ), therapy (терапия), treatment (лечение)</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>Doctor (врач), healthcare (здравоохранение), medical (медицинский), Ministry of Health (Министерство здравоохранения), organization (организация)</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General lexicon</td>
<td>Death (смерть), health (здоровье), life (жизнь), risk (риск)</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sentiment classification of the texts from the “MirVracha” portal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Skip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text titles</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text descriptions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

улучшить ‘to improve’ or улыбка ‘a smile’) or negative emotional connotation (as опасность ‘danger’, смерть ‘death’, боль ‘pain’), respectively, or as neutral, otherwise. The titles present the approach to the text content, which is of importance for its author. The titles are short. Due to ambiguous associations evoked by the title, it is hard to characterise the content of the text. Thus, the result of sentiment analysis on the text description does not match the classification of its title. The title ‘Вымрем, как мамонты и динозавры?’ (‘Will we die out like mammoths and dinosaurs?’) is neutral; nevertheless, the text description is classified as negative since the author doubted the vaccination efficacy and a chance to overcome the Covid-19 pandemic next year, using words with negative emotional connotations (рок ‘doom’, умирание ‘dying’, злой ‘evil’, etc.). Since the text descriptions include more information about the text content and therefore, represent a better candidate for the sentiment analysis algorithm, we will characterise sentiments in the descriptions.

Sentiment analysis on text descriptions examined initial sentences of texts and narratives published on the portal. The algorithm failed to classify 3 texts, while 160 descriptions were classified as neutral. Nevertheless, 21 texts showed negative content; one description was estimated as a text with positive content (see Table 2).

4.2.2 Analysis of Words with Emotional Connotations

Since the sentiment analysis is based mostly on lexical semantics, the words with emotional connotations contributed to classification of the text description sentiment, positive or negative. In Table 3, there is a set of words with emotional connotations that occurred in the initial sentences of the input texts; the words are arranged in alphabetical order, their frequencies are shown in brackets.

The set contains four positive words belonging to the general Russian lexicon. Among words with negative connotations, there are adjectives and nouns denoting negative feelings and emotions (‘bad, grim, guilty, offended, sadness’, etc.), adjectives and nouns referring to unpleasant experience (‘agonizing, complaint, deception, idiotic, pain’, etc.), verbs denoting sad and tragic events (‘to beat, to die’, etc.). Several words belong to legal discourse (‘criminal, accused’ etc.) since the forum participants discussed legislative regulation of medical practice; the words reveal the topic ‘Bureaucracy’ where the discussions of legal issue belong. Nevertheless, in the set of words with negative connotations, words from medical
### Table 3: Words with emotional connotations in the text descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive class</th>
<th># descriptions = 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beautiful (красивый 3), a smile (улыбка 6), sweet (милый 4), young (молодой 40)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative class</th>
<th># descriptions = 21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accused (обвиняемый 5), acne (угри 2), adiposity (ожирение 30), agonizing (мучительный 2), bad (плохой 11), to beat (бить 1), bleeding (кровотечение 27), complaint (жалоба 49), coronavirus (коронавирус 155, коронавирусный 93), criminal (уголовный 13), danger (опасность 32), death (смерть 100), deception (ложь 2), deceiver (обманщик 2), to die (умирать 8, умереть 44), to die out (вымирать 1), disabled teenager (подросток-инвалид 1), to disappear forever (кануть в бездну 1), disgrace (немилость 2), disease (болезнь 93), infection (инфекция 109), infertile (бесплодный 2), lamentation (стенание 1), to lie (врать 1), loss (потеря 34), miscarriage (невынашивание 5), moribund (умирающий 2), nightmare (кошмар 3), offended (обиженный 4), pain (боль 100), prison (тюрьма 16), prohibited (запретить 4, запрещать 4), resignation (отставка 4), sadness (печаль 2), scary (страшный 24), threat (угроза 26), trouble (проблема 83), useless (бесполезный 2), to vomit (стопнить 2), worse (хуже 13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

discourse appear to be the most representative group. The group includes names of diseases and negative outcomes of treatment that may be considered as a part of the lexicon of the ‘Diagnosis’ theme. According to the results of sentiment analysis, the participants who shared their negative experience in personal narratives produced the descriptions with negative content. Since Covid-19 represents a new disease, the healthcare professionals have been mostly discussing research results and publications in medical journals since the pandemic outbreak.

4.3 Analysis of Texts about Covid-19

Texts about Covid-19 were classified as negative (7 texts) and neutral (48 texts). The studies did not evoke any emotional conversations on the forum since the texts devoted to consideration of the Covid-19 origin and treatment were mostly classified as neutral.

In the neutral texts, the forum participants used terminology (рецептор ACE2 ‘ACE2 receptor’, гипертензивный ‘hypertensive’ etc.), while considering the effect of drugs on the coronavirus (азитромицин ‘azithromycin’, etc.). They referred to publications discussing other pandemics (‘испанская “Spanish” influenza’) and the most recent articles reported a research of the coronavirus (статья в Nature Microbiology ‘the article in Nature Microbiology’, etc.). Thus, the content of the texts about Covid-19 reflects the basic topics of the professional medical discourse: ‘Research’, ‘Diagnosis’, ‘Intervention’, ‘Outcomes’, ‘Contagion’, ‘Bureaucracy’ (including legal and ethic regulation).

In the negative texts, words with negative connotations denote predictions as to the outcome of the pandemic, the evaluation of the social behaviour and the bureaucratic regulation, names of disease (see Table[3]). Thus, the negative content mostly covers the ‘Diagnosis’ topic.

Moreover, a text with negative content includes a critical appraisal of the social context due to ‘Black lives matter’ protest during the outburst of Covid-19 in New York: “An article summarising editorial articles about the link between COVID-19 and racism from Nature, Science and three leading medical journals was published on June 13. As they are all very similar in terms of meaning and content, I’ll cite the most illustrative example: “A number of people who see the protests as possible drivers of more covid-19 cases have suggested that it is hypocritical of doctors to support anti-racism protestors now when weeks earlier they denounced large crowds due to the risk of spreading covid-19. Framing anti-racism
protests against the control of covid-19 is a false dichotomy.”[^3] The author explores boundaries of the medical ethics when social protests endangers people health. Healthcare professionals must follow the ethical norms regardless of their social sympathy and political opinions. Large crowds on the streets of American cities facilitate spreading the virus therefore doctors and practitioners have to condemn the protests; however, condemnation would show sympathy to racism. Words лицемерие ‘hypocrisy’, ругать ‘to scold ‘ manifest negative attitude to professionals who support the protesters; nevertheless, the author keeps distance from evaluating the events emotionally. However, the text shows importance of including critical appraisal of the social context during the current pandemic.

Contexts of words referring to the current Covid-19 pandemic reveal a set of linguistic means to express an attitude to the event. Nevertheless, the means rarely occurred in the publications. Direct evaluation is represented by words that denote feelings and emotions (печаль ‘sadness’; пренебрежение ‘disdain’ etc.) or refer to a negative status, consequences, events (бездумный ‘harebrained’; угроза ‘threat’; немилость ‘disgrace’, etc.). The forum participants preferred to express irony while discussing the coronavirus (В современной медицине не бывает новостей не про COVID-19. Самые неконвейерные вести чуток да соприкасаются с коронавирусной заразой ‘In the current medicine, all news are associated with Covid-19. Even non-Covid-19 news touches on the infection a little bit’). The ironic attitude is manifested by Russian colloquial words (чуток ‘just a bit’, зараза ‘infection’ and ‘bad person’). Discussing drugs and vaccine development, physicians used figurative language. Comparisons and metaphors allow diminishing the threat by emphasizing its temporal character (коронавирусная напасть ‘coronavirus scourge’) and associating the contagion with a fire (спичка при пожаре ‘playing with fire’, ‘add fuel to the fire’). The idioms and tropes influence the perception of information about the virus generating cultural associations with sentiments expressed in the Russian literature masterpieces (русская рулетка ‘Russian roulette’; сколько патронов в барабане ‘how many cartridges are there in the cylinder’).

As we have mentioned earlier, the forum participants did not intend to express emotions; they appealed to emotions and used figurative language when they were interested in attracting readers’ attention to current problems in fighting the pandemic. The forum participants cited literary texts and used colloquial expressions, figurative language, and idioms. The typical attitude to the subject of the discussion, which the forum participants expressed in their texts, is ironical evaluation of the professional experience.

5 Discussion

The materials published on the Mir Vracha portal represent the medical professional discourse as it reveals itself in communication among healthcare professionals. To the best of our knowledge, we present the first results and discussion of the sentiment analysis of Russian medical discourse online. The texts published on the forum reflect the intention to consider an individual practice against the backdrop of the current research materials. Due to the interest in the research, the most frequent words belong to ‘Research’ and ‘Diagnosis’ discourse categories.

The topics of the physicians’ publications on the professional portal differ from the popular topics in the communities on social media. Zunic et al. (Zunic et al., 2020) showed that members of communities were interested in consideration of ‘Intervention’ (medications, operations, etc.), while the Russian healthcare professionals are focused on the ‘Research’ and ‘Diagnosis’ topics. The professionals did not discuss the subjects that were the most popular themes on Twitter. Abd-Alrazaq et al. (Abd-Alrazaq et al., 2020) found out four main themes of the tweets devoted to the Covid-19 pandemic: origin of the virus; its sources; its impact on people, countries, and the economy; and ways of mitigating the risk of infection. In


[^4]: The referred article was published on BioEdge website: [https://www.bioedge.org/bioethics/covid-19-driven-by-racism-say-major-journals/13469](https://www.bioedge.org/bioethics/covid-19-driven-by-racism-say-major-journals/13469)
July-August 2020, the Russian healthcare professionals had been concentrating on the virus origin and the ways to recognise and to treat the disease. The difference in the set of themes between the professional community and ordinary users of social media reveals boundaries of the medical professional discourse. Within the discourse, its semantic categories dominate in communication among competent professionals who are motivated to obtain more medical information and to offer ‘technical’ solutions.

The topics of the publications (see Table 1) represent the discourse categories of medical professional discourse. The discourse category contains the semantics relevant to medicine and healthcare associated with the medical professional language and the texts structure to arrange the professional communication (Wilce, 2009; Nye et al., 2018; Staiano, 2016).

Peculiar terminology including Latin terms is an essential constituent of medical discourse. Complicated connections of terms reflect interactions of concepts and references to a subject, which are to be examined and described in various conditions. Names of the diseases are the high frequency words in our materials. Other terms were also in use on the portal; however, the forum participants used different terms according to the subject they discussed, so each term occurred twice or once. Nevertheless, the terminology caused the algorithm of sentiment analysis to classify the publications on the Mir Vracha as neutral. Meanwhile, in the communities on social media, texts patients suffering from cancer received essential differences in the sentiments (emotions and polarity: see (Abdaoui, 2016)). The difference in the emotional attitude to the content between the professional community and the community of the patients reveals different communicative intentions and objectives as well as the medical discourse boundaries.

Along with the recent development of narrative medicine, the importance of professional social control brings doctor-patient communication into focus in medical discourse studies (Franz and Murphy, 2018). Meanwhile, online communication within the professional community shows patient centeredness through the frequency of words referring to patients and their experience (‘patient, pain, therapy’ etc.). The patient centeredness is not obvious due to the scientific ideology of medical professional discourse, which brings into focus the ‘Research’ category. Since the scientific ideology supports finding a solution to current and forthcoming problems, the participants of the forum on the Mir Vracha portal discussed facts and case studies preferring to avoid emotional outbursts.

Sentiment analysis results show reasonable evaluation of the texts published on the medical professional portal. Absence of emotional words in the list of high frequency words confirms the unessential contribution of the emotional expressions to the content of the medical professional discourse texts. The texts contain emotions and attitudes expressed by means of figurative language. Meanwhile, doctor-patient communication on the Internet shows instances of metaphors, metonyms, and idioms in written messages on forums (Kharitonova et al., 2019). The professionals use a similar set of linguistic means to express emotions and attitudes in their communication within the community. The physicians expressed negative emotions caused by their professional experience during the current Covid-19 pandemics appealing to irony as a tool to diminish the threat and the seriousness of the problem they must find a solution to.

6 Conclusion

We carried out sentiment analysis on titles and text descriptions of materials published on the Russian professional medical portal Mir Vracha (90,000 word forms approximately). To the best of our knowledge, we present the first results and discussion of the sentiment analysis of Russian professional online medical discourse. The texts were generated by and for physicians and reflect the peculiarities of medical professional discourse. The medical professional discourse revealed in communication within the professional community is focused on the semantic categories ‘Research’, ‘Diagnosis’, ‘Intervention’, ‘Bureaucracy’. The categories provide linguistic means to verbalise the professional activity and bureaucratic regulation of medical practice. Based on the results of sentiment analysis and discourse analysis, we described the emotions expressed in the forum and linguistic means the forum participants used to verbalise their attitudes and emotions while discussing the Covid-19 pandemic. The attitudes and emotions show negative sentiments manifested by colloquial words and figurative language. In further research, it is necessary to widen online medical professional communication materials for sentiment analysis in order to describe a thesaurus of sentiment linguistic means.
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